WCA SC invitational –
CURRO Langebaan Sat 26 -Sun 27 September
1. Please find attached entry file. The final session report and entry report must be checked to
ensure that the swimmer knows which events and sessions they are swimming in on the day
as the order of events / sessions may be modified according to the number of entries. We
will be swimming mixed events.
2. Qualifying Criteria is those who qualified for SANJ 2020 or higher, and age up is set at end of
April 2020. So if you qualified SANJ 2020 (April 2020) you can enter this gala regardless of if
you have aged up and fall out of the new age-group SANJ times. The swimmer may enter
any events. Custom times must be used in the case of a NT.
3. If there are not enough SANJ entries, we will look at entering the top level 3 qualifiers.
4. Please enter and submit to your district, DO NOT SUBMIT PAYMENT until final entries are
confirmed. Entries are due to the Province by Tuesday 8 September.
5. Sessions to be worked at a maximum of +-3 hours for 4 events this includes the 20min break
(8 events/day).
6. Entries will be cut from slower swimmers if the sessions time is too long after 1st entries
received.
7. Google doc will be sent out to collect info required “questionnaire” in advance of the gala
date
8. Everyone entering the facility will have their temperature will be taken and checked for a
normal range.
9. 8 lane pool 32 swimmers in the facility at one time.
10. 18 officials maximum
11. Timekeepers 1 watch and electronic button each.
12. 4- judges at start end to double up as timekeepers.
13. Please ensure that if you have not done so, you need to register the parents who will be
officiating for this gala. We ask all clubs to please provide officials – some clubs are well
known not to provide officials – please help us to run this gala efficiently.
14. Maximum 8 swimmers in water 24 swimmers standing in 3 rows of 8 each (if the facility
allows) with social distancing rules separation, moving to behind timekeepers only when
called by the steward.
15. The next 3 heats report at the same time with social distance rules outside the facility and
filter in as the last 8 swimmers leave the facility.

16. 8 events per day broken up into 4 sessions 2 morning and 2-afternoon sessions.
a. Event 1 and 2 mornings start 08:00
i. 20 min break with officials change
b. Event 3 and 4 mornings ending 11:00-12:00
AFTERNOON
c. Event 5 and 6 Afternoon start 13:00
i. 20 min break with officials change
d. Event 7 and 8 Afternoon end 16:00-17:00
17. Same for day 2 except 1500 and 800 just 1 heat top 8 of each. Depending on the number of
entries, these events might be combined or split into different session.
18. All session start times to be decided after entries received.
19. Warmups must be prebooked WCA will allocate 15-minute slots for clubs to warm up and to
keep within facility rules of numbers and social distancing. Dryland warmup recommended
15 minutes for swimmers just to get a feel for the water and starting blocks.
20. The event will be live-streamed on youtube for the parents if all goes according to plan.

